Anthropology

“Happenings Between the Fox and Wisconsin: Historical Analysis of Portage, Wisconsin” by August Perry
Dr. Stephanie de Montigny, Religious Studies/Anthropology, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6669

“Experiments in Bone Burning” by Megan Glazewski
Drs. Barbara Crass and Jeffery Behm, Religious Studies/Anthropology, faculty mentors
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6671

“Preservation and Immortality: The Transition From Oral to Written Culture in Iceland” by Joseph Knitt
Dr. Barbara Crass, Religious Studies/Anthropology, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22341

Biology/Microbiology

“A Diatom-based, Paleolimnological Study of Rush Lake, Wisconsin” by Laura Fischer-Guex
Dr. Robert Pillsbury, Biology/Microbiology, and Dr. William Mode, Geology, faculty mentors
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6689

“Rieske Iron-Sulfur Protein Isoforms in a Unicellular Cyanobacterium” by Sarah Schettle
Dr. Toivo Kallas, Biology & Microbiology, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22345

“Global Gene Expression in Cyanobacterial Electron Transfer Mutants” by George L. Weir IV & Kraig Short
Dr. Toivo Kallas, Biology & Microbiology, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46311

Chemistry

“Synthesis of the Pterocarpan Cabenegrin A-II” by Bruce Bodoh
Dr. Brant Kedrowski, Chemistry, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22343

Communication

“Content Analysis of Online Commenters on Sexism in the 2008 Presidential Campaign” by Kathryn Gruber
Dr. Lori Carrell, Communication, faculty mentor
Dr. Michael Jasinski, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/38604

“Parents and Pamphlets: Unraveling the Mysteries of Parent Responses to Pediatric Handouts” by Karen Thompson
Dr. Jennifer R. Considine, Communication, faculty mentor
Vol. IX
https://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72232

Criminal Justice

“Academics and Alcohol Consumption: A Study of College Students” by Charlotte R. Kanyuh
Dr. Victoria Simpson Beck, Criminal Justice, faculty mentor
Vol. XI

Economics

“Dollarization and Macroeconomic Stability in Latin America” by Sofia Castillo
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6679

“Poverty Rates and Spending on Public Education at the K-12 Level: Is There a Correlation?” by S. Larry Chomsisengphet
Dr. Kevin McGee, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. II
“A Cross-sectional Analysis of Research and Development Expenditures” by Beau Buchmann
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22198

“Gender and GDP Contributions: The Effects of Culture” by Elizabeth Graham
Drs. Marianne Johnson and M. Kevin McGee, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22329

“Does an Inverted Yield Curve Predict Recessions?” by Ryan DeRosier
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28236

“Understanding Unemployment Rates in U.S. Metropolitan Areas” by Krista Newell
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46307

“The Effects of Promotions on Attendance at Major League Baseball Games” by Amanda Schoenrock
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46315

“Trade and Poverty in the Developing World” by Dayana J. Sanchez Vinueza
Dr. M. Kevin McGee, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47686

“Effect of Text Messaging Bans on Fatal Accidents” by Michael Beaupre
Dr. Chad Cotti, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56661

“‘It’s the Only Thing’: Winning Percentage in College Football” by Mitchell Schultz
Dr. Marianne Johnson, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. X

“Effects of the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid Expansion Provision on the Uninsured Rate: A State-by-State Analysis” by Taylor Jones
Dr. Sarinda Taengnoi Siemers, Economics, faculty mentor
Vol. XI
Education

“Single-Sex Education in Wisconsin” by Sara O’Connell
Dr. Stephen Szydlik, Mathematics, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70979

English

“Combating Invisibility: Older Women Stereotypes Revised” by Adeline Miller & Anna Simeth
Dr. Paul Klemp, English, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22337

“Confusion for Cheeseheads: How Contradictory Expert Opinions Have Stalled Wisconsin’s CCW Legislation” by Heath Mynsberge
Dr. Crystal Mueller, English, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22335

“The Invisible Woman: Eve’s Self Image in Paradise Lost” by Jonathan “Leviathan” Whitfield
Dr. Paul Klemp, English, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22339

“Global Capitalism in Oryx and Crake” by Beth Irwin
Dr. Jordan Landry, English, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46301

“Healing the Feminine Mind/Body Split through Spiritual Performance” by Chelsea Ruff
Dr. Jordan Landry, English, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47684

“Theology, Psychology, and Politics: The Holy Trinity in Morrison’s Beloved” by Nicole Selenka
Dr. Roberta S. Maguire, English and University Honors Program, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56665

“Authoritarian and Authorial Power in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick” by Amy Knoll
Dr. Don Dingledine, English, faculty mentor
Vol. VIII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70957
“Broken Mirror: A Look in Octavio Paz’s ‘Blanco’” by Taylor D. Waring  
Dr. Marguerite Helmers, English, faculty mentor  
Vol. VIII  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70963

“Metaphors in the Writing Process of Student Writers” by Carie Gauthier  
Dr. Samantha Looker, English, faculty mentor  
Vol. VIII  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70955

“That Is Why I fight My Battle”: War Invisible Man by Zachary Thede  
Dr. Roberta Maquire, English, faculty mentor  
Vol. X

**Finance**

“N.Y. Attorney General Eliot Spitzer and His Effect on the Insurance Industry: An Event Study”  
by Katie Sasse  
Dr. Robert Kunkel, Finance, faculty mentor  
Vol. I  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6677

**Geography and Urban Planning**

“Post-Event Flood Mapping by Amateur Aerial Photography and Assessment of Potential Damage: Case of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin” by Jennifer Haegele  
Dr. Mamadou Coulibaly, Geography and Urban Planning, faculty mentor  
Vol. VI  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56669

“Pre-Columbian Mesoamerican and Caribbean Ballgames: An Example of Cultural Diffusion” by Gregory L. Schultz  
Dr. Heike Alberts, Geography and Urban Planning, faculty mentor  
Vol. VII  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70981

“Child Labor in Wisconsin Agriculture: Human Rights Violation or Beneficial Experience?” by Rosalind Lyness  
Dr. Heike Alberts, Geography and Urban Planning, faculty mentor  
Vol. VIII  
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70961

**Geology**
“A Diatom-based, Paleolimnological Study of Rush Lake, Wisconsin” by Laura Fischer-Guex
Dr. Robert Pillsbury, Biology/Microbiology, and Dr. William Mode, Geology, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6689

History

“Autonomy in Abuse: Glimpses of Freedom in New Orleans” by Lisa Holcomb
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6683

“The Cost of Freedom” by Jennifer Stoll
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6681

“A War for Freedom: Slavery and the Emancipation Proclamation” by Heather Freund
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6691

“The Labors of a Race: Labor and Leaders in the Twentieth Century” by Erik Marker
Drs. Michelle Kuhl and Jeffrey Pickron, History, faculty mentors
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22347

“A Contradictory Constitution: Forgotten Hypocrisies in the Blueprint of Democracy” by Joseph Knitt
Dr. Thomas Rowland, History, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28250

“Failed Sisterhood: Expectations and Betrayal Between the Women of the Antebellum South” by Erica Filidoro
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28240

“Prolonging the War for a Permanent Peace: Wisconsin Soldiers in the 1864 Election” by Scott Karel
Dr. Thomas Rowland, History, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28242
“Robert Venturi and His Contributions to Postmodern Architecture” by Douglas Kahl
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28244

“Confidence and Legitimization: The Role of the Protestant Church in Fostering Opposition in the GDR” by Craig Lakatos
Dr. Michelle Mouton, History, mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46303

“The Early Black Press and Social Obligation to Abolish Slavery” by Amanda Hernandez
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46305

“The Power Complex: The WSU System’s Response to Dissent in the Late 1960s” by Anthony Pietsch
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46299

“The Massacre at Acre—Mark of a Blood-thirsty King?” by Jared Stroik
Dr. Kimberly Rivers, History, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47696

“Clerical Conceptions of Magic and the Stereotype of the Female Witch” by Matthew Alexander Moebius
Dr. Kimberly Rivers, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56663

“A Movement Without a Face: Anonymity and the Push for Women’s Rights in 1800s America” by Sara Willkomm
Dr. Gabriel Loiacono, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56671

“The Pursuit of True Freedom: School Desegregation in Racine, Wisconsin” by Chris Tempas
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56667
“Attempts to Shine the Progressive Beacon on Women’s Inheritance Rights in Wisconsin” by Kyle Moerchen
Dr. Susan Rensing, History and Women’s Studies, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/70975

“Death of an Organizational Man: An Advertiser’s Resistance to the FTC and the Creative Revolution in Advertising in the 1960s” by Lance Spade
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70985

“Don’t Criticize Me Buddy: The Kingston Trio and the Folk Music Revival” by Jordan King
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70973

“Dr. Hania Ris’s Contribution to Wisconsin’s Contraceptive Legislation” by Matt Boese
Dr. Stephen Kercher, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70969

Dr. Ana Maria Kapelusz-Poppi, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70983

“Premeditated Causes of the 2002 Gujarat Pogrom: A Comprehensive Analysis of Contributing Factors that Led to the Manifestation of the Riots” by Tracy Wilichowski
Dr. James Frey, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70989

“Female Succession in the Kingdom of Jerusalem in the Twelfth Century” by Anna Lukyanova
Dr. Kimberly Rivers, History, faculty mentor
Vol. VIII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70959

“Fifteenth-Century Florentine Exceptionalism: Civic Humanism, the Medici, and Savonarola” by Patrick D. McCorkle
Dr. Franca Barricelli, History, faculty mentor
Vol. IX
https://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72236

“Everything in Its Place : Six Encompassing Theories of Memory with Regard to Object Triggers” by Amanda Roberts
Dr. Kimberly Rivers, History, faculty mentor  
Vol. X  
“Muscles, Morals, and Culture Wars: Masculinity and Football at the Turn of the Nineteenth Century” by Andrew Mannenbach  
Dr. Michelle Kuhl, History, faculty mentor  
Vol. X  

**Journalism**  
“Use of Screen Real Estate on University Home Pages” by Alexander Zinoviev  
Miles Maguire, Journalism, faculty mentor  
Vol. III  
[http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28246](http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28246)  

**Mathematics**  
“Arrowgrams: The Next Pencil and Paper Phenomenon” by John Dewitt  
Dr. Kenneth Price, Mathematics, faculty mentor  
Vol. VIII  
[http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70947](http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70947)  
“More Congruences for the $k$-regular Partition Function” by Eric Boll  
Dr. David Penniston, Mathematics, faculty mentor  
Vol. IX  
[https://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72230](https://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72230)  

**Marketing**  
“Technology-Mediated Communications and Sales: The Effects on the Workplace” by Kirsten M. Fohrman  
Dr. Melissa G. Bublitz, Marketing and Supply Chain Management, faculty mentor  
Vol. X  

**Philosophy**  
“Plato, the Other, and the Freedom to Love” by Steven Mischler  
Dr. Larry Herzberg, Philosophy, faculty mentor  
Vol. V  
[http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47682](http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47682)  
“Against the Slang Use of the Word *Rape*: A Langtonian-Birdian Reproach” by Maria Bady  
Dr. Larry Herzber, Philosophy, faculty mentor  
Vol. IX  
[http://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72222](http://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72222)
“Lust an an Embodied Appraisal” by Michael Lahti
Dr. Robert Wagoner, Philosophy, faculty mentor
Vol. X

**Physics/Astronomy**

“Studying Complex Star-Forming Fields: Rosette Nebula and Monoceros Loop” by Chris Hathaway & Anthony Kuchera
Dr. Nadia Kaltcheva, Physics and Astronomy, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47688

**Political Science**

“Beyond the Status Quo: Cultivating Peace in Post-Genocide Countries” by Nicole Lyon
Dr. Druscilla Scribner, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6673

“Chadian Oil: Avoiding the Resource Curse” by Hans Thompson
Dr. Druscilla Scribner, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6675

“Content Analysis of Online Commenters on Sexism in the 2008 Presidential Campaign” by Kathryn Gruber
Dr. Lori Carrell, Communication, faculty adviser
Dr. Michael Jasinski, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/38604

“The Internet as Utopia: Reality, Virtuality, and Politics” by Joshua Cowles
Dr. Druscilla Scribner, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46297

“Karl Liebknecht, Willy Brandt, and German Socialism” by Seth Breunig
Dr. Tracy Slagter, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. IV
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/46295

“Gender Quotas: The Right Idea for Argentina, a Good Idea for Latin America” by Amy Gearhart
Dr. Druscilla Scribner, Political Science, faculty mentor
“Human Rights as Presidential Success: The Truman Era” by Hope Schuhart
Dr. David J. Siemers, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47680

“James Madison: A Tale of Two Presidencies” by Derek Daron
Dr. David J. Siemers, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47692

“An Evaluation of the Factors Causing Food Insecurity in Africa” by Michelle Duren
Dr. Tracy H. Slagter, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. VIII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70949

“Circuit Court Experience and Consistency on the Supreme Court (1953–2013)” by Alex Phillips
Dr. Jerry Thomas, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. IX
https://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/72234

Dr. James Krueger, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. X

“A New Slavery of Caste': An Evaluation of President Woodrow Wilson with Regard to Race” by Jennifer Depew
Dr. David Siemers, Political Science, faculty mentor
Vol. XI

“An Economic Comparison of Post-Communist States to Others in Europe” by Ashley Foster
Drs. James Simmons and James Krueger, Political Science, faculty mentors
Vol. XI

**Psychology**

“Ageism: Lack of Implicit Stereotypes Across Adulthood” by Jessica Limberts & Andrea June Kathleen Stetter, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6685
“Lunacy in the 19th Century: Women’s Admission to Asylums in United States of America” by Katherine Pouba & Ashley Tianen
Dr. Susan McFadden, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. I
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/6687

“The Effects of Enriched and Typical Laboratory Environments on Object Investigation in Old Sprague Dawley Rats” by Andrea June & Jessica Limberts
Dr. Susan McFadden, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22333

“Hand-Use Lateralization in Ring-Tailed Lemurs (Lemur catta)” by Jamie Schrauth
Kathleen Stetter, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. II
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/22331

“Effects of Music and Choice Listening on Arousal Changes” by Katie Miller, Christina Brazeur, Melissa Fuiten, & Jessica Woelfel
Tammy Kadah-Ammeter, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28248

“The Benefits and Limitations of Pet Therapy for People with Dementia” by Audrey Cowling
Dr. Susan McFadden, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. V
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/47690

“Communication Accommodation in Mixed Gender Dyads” by Rebecca Stupka
Dr. Erin Winterrowd, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. VI
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/56673

“Emotional Expressivity between the United States and Brazil” by Peter Truell, Branden Boegh, Andre Luna, and Larissa Tranquilli
Kathleen Stetter, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70987

“The Influences of Characteristics on Music Enjoyment and Preference” by Kristie Wirth
Dr. Quin Chrobak, Psychology, faculty mentor
Vol. VIII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70965

“Do Existing Screening Tools Accurately Reflect Experiences of LGBTQ-Identified Victims of Intimate Partner Violence?” by Ashley T. Leonardelli
Dr. Erin Winterrowd, Psychology, faculty mentor
“Stand Up and Speak Up: Effectiveness of Web-Based Bystander Intervention on a College Campus” by Taylor Schumitsch-Jewell
Dr. Erin Winterrowd, Psychology, faculty mentor

Vol. XI

Religious Studies

“The Historical Jesus and the Slave of the Centurion: How the Themes of Slavery, Sexuality, and Military Service Intersect in Matthew 8:5 – 13” by Erik Koepnick
Dr. Kathleen Corley, Religious Studies & Anthropology, faculty mentor
Vol. III
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/28252

“Without the Fairy Godmother” by Jackie Morrow
Dr. Jodi Eichler-Levine, Religious Studies and Women’s Studies, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70977

“Young Earth Creationism: An Evolution of Myth” by Kevin Buskager
Dr. Jeffrey Kaplan, Religious Studies and Anthropology, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70971

Sociology

“The Significance of Community Capital in Generating and Upholding a Local Food Movement” by Carly Persson
Dr. Orlee Hauser, Sociology, faculty mentor
Vol. XI

Women’s Studies

“Attempts to Shine the Progressive Beacon on Women’s Inheritance Rights in Wisconsin” by Kyle Moerchen
Dr. Susan Rensing, History and Women’s Studies, faculty mentor
Vol. VII
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1793/70975

“Without the Fairy Godmother” by Jackie Morrow
Dr. Jodi Eichler-Levine, Religious Studies and Women’s Studies, faculty mentor
Vol. VII